1
Swimmer bird whose name is Sky
was flying above the Ocean
when Ocean said to It: 'Create',
so Sky started the creation.
2
But work is hard to do alone,
so an assistant is needed.
Sky became two persons who are
Great Mother and his Husband.
3
The Mother called (Great) Mother,
Her Son, so Husband called Father.
And Theye can do different things.
Mother said: 'Take up earth of deep'.
4
Father taken up waterly
earth from under Ancient Ocean.
Mother turned that matery
to World. Fishes are below World.
5
Underworld is womb of the World.
Air-Sky is on Earth, Centre World.
Between husks of Skies live spirits.
Above spirits Great Soul lives.
6
When the Sky was becoming Two
It was and is a Twin Rolling.
Twin Rolling made rolling of time,
time evolves the starting and end.

7
Starting and ending of the life
and starting and end of dead life
both are the rolling endlessness
of time, both alone are not it.
8
Rolling of time of death and life
is adoptation of life in
its enironment, it is the
re-creation of Life and Work.
9
Becaming better of the Work
is more and more happyness of
God. That more and more hapyness
is an better Universe, too.
10
Adoptation of the livings
is a one goodness the World.
But the best thing in the World is
the Love, best mood of exalting.
11
Outsiding of rolling of time
the life in death is forever
It is good or bad life in death,
as before reincarnation.
12
Environment of a men's place
is dangerous by the Nature,
if the road or other is long.
So, people need a horse to ride.

13
Horse can save at the bad areas
transporting through snow or desert.
It is an friend who can saves you
and showing liking of freedome.
14
In unite of Nature, so World
the creations need each other
between and within the spieces
and betwwen and within peoples.
15
Everything and everybody
can do and create something, but
when becaming of better needs,
it's good wanting, doing, trying.
16
Yo can see, how have to do
good, but lections exalt, too.
Good soul, helpfulness, to serve and
brave of fight or work, no lazyness.
17
Working is important and the
helping to the ill people and
the fighting for the/a truth:
a few power, its full doing.
18
Importance of helping for men
is part a such law that says that
everything is free thing if you
don't make/do bad to others

19
When the Sky was becoming Two
the bad powers were those powers
they were not good motors to World,
so those were taken out from Sky.
20
Bad energies fallen into
the Ancient Ocean and in the
Ocean those became bad spirits.
Theye have a leader, called Arman.
21
Arman does not mean the love, so
It hates evolution by love.
So It says bad things about
friendship and spieces' holding-up.
22
Bad spirits say bad words to soul
or body to make the bad things.
Good spirits say good words to you,
so their words are helpful to you.
23
About bad words and the goods:
be careful what is your tought
and what is a bad spirit's thought
and what is a good spirit's thought.
24
Good fabules teach aobut the good,
how doing the good, those are
parables, about good and bad
and importance of being good.
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